Fudan is hosting the Y20 Summit

Y20 China, a youth summit affiliated with the G20, held its opening ceremony in Fudan University on July 27th.

More than 100 youth delegates aged 18-30 from G20 member states, other countries and international organizations will attend the three-day meeting, themed "Youth Innovation for Our Shared Vision." Participants will discuss topics such as poverty reduction and common development, innovation and startups, social justice and equality, green lifestyle and sustainable development, as well as global economic governance.

This is in line with the 2016 G20 theme “Towards an Invigorated, Interconnected and Inclusive World” and the framework of the UN 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda. The forum will produce the Y20 China Shanghai Communiqué, for submission to the G20 organizing committee. This year's G20 Leaders Summit will be held in East China's Hangzhou city in early September.

(Source from Fudan Homepage)
Research Spotlight

Fudan Stands out in World Final of 40th ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest

On May 19th, the World Finals of the 40th ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest (ACM-ICPC or ICPC for short), known as the “Olympics of Computer Sciences” was held in Phuket, attracting the participation of 128 collegiate teams, among which the team of Fudan won the third place.

The team of Fudan was made up of Su Jinyue (Class 2015), Chen Ziyang and Xing Haoming (Class 2013), from School of Computer Science and Technology, and was coached by Sun Weiwei, Associate Professor of School of Computer Science and Technology. Based on rich experience and excellent performance during the contest, the Team solved 9 problems in 5 hours, winning the third place of the game this year. Their result was ranked 12th in the world and 2nd in Mainland China. To honor his work of supervision, the Sun Weiwei was awarded the 2016 ACM-ICPC Coach Award.

ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest is organized by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM for short), aiming to show the innovation, team spirit and the ability to program, analyze and solve problems under pressure. Now it becomes one of the most influential collegiate contests in computer science. Over the past year, over 40 thousand contestants from 2736 universities of 102 countries participated in 481 sites across the world. Among them, 128 teams made to the World Finals, 17 of which were from Mainland China.

(Source from Fudan Homepage)
10 recent Chinese additions to the World Heritage List

China’s Shennongjia Forestry District in Central China’s Hubei province was added to the World Heritage List as a natural site on July 17th, bringing the total number of China's world heritage sites to 50, second only to Italy in the whole world.

China became a state party of the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage on Dec. 12, 1985.

For the past three decades, China has spared no effort in making its contributions to world heritage.

Beijing tops the city level with the most cultural sites in the World Heritage List. Suzhou in East China’s Jiangsu province represents the only host city in China for the UNESCO World Heritage Committee.

Now let’s take a look at 10 newly added sites in China from 2011 to 2016.

1. West Lake Cultural Landscape of Hangzhou
2. Site of Xanadu
3. Chengjiang Fossil Site
4. Xinjiang Tianshan
5. Cultural Landscape of Honghe Hani Rice Terraces
6. The Grand Canal
7. Silk Roads: the Routes Network of Chang'an-Tianshan Corridor
8. Tusi Sites
9. Zuojiang Huashan Rock Art Cultural Landscape
10. Hubei Shennongjia
(Source from China Daily)
Recommended Events

Upcoming Campus Events
http://www.fudan.edu.cn/en/channels/view/125/

Upcoming Social Events

30th July   Topic: Arcadi Volodos Piano Recital
19:30        Venue: Shanghai Concert Hall
2nd Aug  
14:00  

Topic: 2016 Nick Vujicic “Hero’s Back” Public Speaking  

Venue: Mercedes-Benz Arena